The main advantage of software defined networking (SDN) is that it allows intelligent control and management of networking though programmability in real time. It enables efficient utilization of network resources through traffic engineering, and offers potential attack defense methods when abnormalities arise. However, previous studies have only identified individual solutions for respective problems, instead of finding a more global solution in real time that is capable of addressing multiple situations in network status. To cover diverse network conditions, this paper presents a comprehensive reactive system for simultaneously monitoring failures, anomalies, and attacks for high availability and reliability. We design three main modules in the SDN controller for a robust and agile defense (RAD) system against network anomalies: a traffic analyzer, a traffic engineer, and a rule manager. RAD provides reactive flow rule generation to control traffic while detecting network failures, anomalies, high traffic volume (elephant flows), and attacks. The traffic analyzer identifies elephant flows, traffic anomalies, and attacks based on attack signatures and network monitoring. The traffic engineer module measures network utilization and delay in order to determine the best path for multi-dimensional routing and load balancing under any circumstances. Finally, the rule manager generates and installs a flow rule for the selected best path to control traffic. We implement the proposed RAD system based on Floodlight, an open source project for the SDN controller. We evaluate our system using simulation with and without the aforementioned RAD modules. Experimental results show that our approach is both practical and feasible, and can successfully augment an existing SDN controller in terms of agility, robustness, and efficiency, even in the face of link failures, attacks, and elephant flows.
Introduction
Software defined networking (SDN) has been a major topic of interest in the field of networking for a decade. SDN enables intelligent management and control of network elements such as switches and routers that possess low level functionality. The SDN architecture separates the control and data planes, thereby abstracting the infrastructure from applications. The control plane is logically centralized, whereas the data plane simply follows the decisions of the control plane. The biggest advantage of SDN is that new control functions can be implemented by incorporating software-based logic into the control plane [1] . Thus, SDN can quickly apply new technologies to networks and can easily interact with external control devices.
•
We design the RAD system having fast detection and defense against faults and attacks as well as generating reactive flow rules for elephant flows by considering network status.
•
We evaluate the RAD system with respect to robustness, agility, and efficiency through experiments with various scenarios by employing each module.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous studies on SDN in relation to fault tolerance and attack defense. Section 3 explains our proposed system architecture Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 266 3 of 17 (RAD) with the three modules. Section 4 discusses the experimental results of the RAD system. Section 5 provides concluding remarks and suggestions for future research.
Related Work
Several studies have proposed protection tools or attempted to increase the availability and efficiency of SDN networks. These include traffic engineering, measurement and monitoring, and security and dependability [28] .
Traffic Engineering: The programmable characteristic of SDN enables the various traffic engineering techniques (i.e., load balancing, SDN rules/traffic optimization, and application-aware networking) to enhance the efficiency of the network. The first application envisioned for SDN traffic engineering is load balancing such as that described in [3] [4] [5] [6] . To achieve scalability, the authors in [3] devised concise wildcard rules that adjust to changes in load-balancing policies. The authors in [4] designed load-balanced forwarding using in-packet Bloom filters for scalable forwarding services. Plug-n-Serve [5] attempts to minimize response time by controlling the load on the network.
In addition, the performance of SDN networks depends on the efficiency of rules generated by the SDN controller and the proper placement of rules on the memory of switches. This is because the many rules increase the number of control signals and the switches have memory limitations. Authors in [7] attempted to maximize the amount of traffic delivered by generated rule policies. The survey in [8] considered rules placement research to focus on memory management and reducing the signaling traffic for scalability purposes. To manage memory in switches efficiently, some research [9, 10] removed the inactive or less-important rules from flow tables in the data plane. Other approaches [11, 12] compressed the required rules that preserve the original semantics using wildcards. Still other mechanisms [13, 14] split and distributed the rules to commodity switches. Finally, to decrease the signaling traffic while in the reactive mode of the original SDN/OpenFlow specification [29] , research in [15] considered the proactive mode based on predicting and estimating traffic demands or user location.
Meanwhile, application-aware networking guarantees the QoS of multimedia and data stream using multiple packet schedulers [16] or queue management [17] . Most of these traffic engineering schemes promise network performance, scalability, or fault tolerance in certain circumstance, but do not consider immediate counteractions to various anomalies.
Measurement and Monitoring: As a part of network management, measurement and monitoring are major processes. SDN technologies provide new functionality to existing networks for measurement and monitoring (e.g., enhanced visibility of broadband performance [30] ), reacting (i.e., traffic shaping) to continually changing network conditions in a home network [31] , or dynamic management of a smart grid [32] .
In addition, other studies have focused on enhancing measuring and monitoring efficiency itself. The authors in [18] reduced the burden of the control plane using a stochastic and deterministic sampling technique, whereas authors in [19] attempted to achieve high measurement accuracy without incurring overhead on the control plane. Other monitoring frameworks (i.e., OpenSample [20] , OpenSketch [21] , and PayLess [22] ) were designed to deliver real-time, low-latency, and flexible-monitoring capability to SDN networks without impairing the performance and load of the control plane. However, the results from measuring and monitoring should be closely connected to the skillful actions of the SDN controller.
Security and Dependability: The programmability of SDN can improve the security of other networks [33, 34] . However, the logically centralized control plane in SDN networks is one point of failure and may become a desirable prey to an adversary. Therefore, some approaches have been examined to protect the SDN controller. Early approaches tried to apply simple techniques (i.e., first classifying applications and then preventing low-priority applications from overwriting rules generated by security applications [35] ). As additional research, a framework for developing security-related applications was proposed in [36] . To secure an SDN network, most of these approaches generate new attack scenarios and focus on defending against each attack. Rosemary [23] defends against system crashes and data compromise attacks. TopoGuard [24] identifies misused APIs and defends against new attacks such as host location hijacking attacks. Finally, Avant-Guard [25] defends against control plane saturation attacks. However, these types of defenses are restricted to new types of attacks.
Policy based approaches (i.e., access control) have been researched to secure the north bound APIs of an SDN controller. SE-Floodlight [37] implements security features that utilize trust model and policy mediation logic. The operation checkpoint permission system [38] ensures that controller operations are performed only by trusted applications. The authors in [39] implemented read, notification, write, and system access permissions for OpenFlow applications in order to isolate the controller and apps in thread containers. Although these policy-based approaches introduce the idea of providing access control for applications, they do not secure the core modules of the SDN controller or do not effectively resist attack traffic on an SDN data plane.
Overall, the mechanisms for traffic engineering, measurement and monitoring, and security and dependability fail to interconnect in order to prevent internal faults and anomalies, defend against outside attacks, and maintain the availability and efficiency of a network even when anomalies are present. Indeed, none of the current approaches provides a reasonable solution to resolve these problems. The primary objective of this study is to provide a comprehensive reactive monitoring and defense system. Table 1 briefly compares existing works to our proposed system. 
Type Work Goal

Traffic Engineering
Load balancing [3] [4] [5] [6] Network efficiency Rules/traffic optimization [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Efficiency of SDN controller or networks Application-aware networking [16, 17] QoS guarantee
Measurement and Monitoring
New functionality provided to existing networks [30] [31] [32] Efficient management with new features Efficient measurement and monitoring [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] High measurement accuracy and overhead reduction
Security and Dependability
Reinforcement security of other networks [33, 34] Improvement of security with programmability of SDN SDN-specific security [23] [24] [25] 35, 36] Securing against SDN network-specific vulnerabilities Policy-based approaches [37] [38] [39] Access control at SDN controller
Comprehensive
Monitoring and Reactive System
Our proposed system, RAD Agile and robust response against abnormalities (i.e., faults, elephant flows, and attacks) with efficient network performance
RAD System
This section presents our RAD system by first providing an overview and then a detailed description of the system design. Our RAD system achieves high availability and flexibility for SDN. In addition, it provides fault-tolerance and reliability for SDN by detecting network abnormalities and attacks. The novelty of the RAD system provides automatic chained processes in order to continuously monitor and control entire networks for dynamic and fault-tolerant network operations in SDN. It aims for defense against attacks using traffic measurement, and automatic rules generation for high availability and reliability. Moreover, our RAD system applies either proactive or reactive flow management based on the flow type.
Overview of RAD System Architecture
This subsection provides an overview of our RAD system architecture, which is divided into three main modules with one storage, as shown in Figure 1 . The three main modules consist of a traffic analyzer, a traffic engineer, and a rule manager. There is a Data Storage for Topology/Anomaly Signature. Furthermore, RAD utilizes the features of sFlow-RT and Snort IDS for flow classification and anomaly detection, respectively. The RAD system jointly operates with the SDN controller through a northbound interface obtaining traffic measurements and providing the new flow rules.
an optimal routing path for these flows. As a proactive manner, the flow classification submodule periodically provides statistical information regarding flows for the traffic engineer to prepare paths for mice flows through the traffic engineer. Snort IDS also examines traffic to detect attacks based on rules generated, whereas the fault detection submodule monitors the status of devices in order to detect faults. If an attack or fault is detected, the traffic engineer is triggered to generate other optimal routes. The traffic engineer calculates optimal routing paths with the aid of a cost function that utilizes current values of network utilization and delay. The load balancing submodule distributes normal traffic on multiple paths to increase performance and reliability. The rule manager generates flow rules for network devices based on routing decisions from the traffic engineer, and pushes the rules to network devices through the SDN controller. Data storage stores the information for network topology and signatures for the purpose of attack detection. 
Main Modules of RAD System
In this subsection, we provide detailed descriptions of each module of the RAD system: traffic analyzer, traffic engineer, and rule manager.
Traffic Analyzer
We utilize an sFlow (short for "sampled flow") real-time tool, known as sFlow-RT, to detect elephant flows dynamically. The sFlow-RT is a well-known industry standard and incorporates the asynchronous analytics technology of InMon [40] . It thereby enables the real-time management of SDN to reduce network outages and the new classes of performance-aware applications (e.g., load balancing) to improve network performance. Furthermore, sFlow-RT provides network visibility, which is essential to understanding the interactions among scale-out services running on a cloud infrastructure [26] . The sFlow-RT analytics engine receives a continuous stream from sFlow agents embedded in network devices (e.g., network switches) and monitors traffic information (i.e., the occupied link bandwidth) to detect elephant flows.
An elephant flow is a long-living flow that occupies high bandwidth (e.g., 10% of the link bandwidth); the ratio to judge an elephant flow can be controlled. Based on the reports of data center networks, the majority of flows are short-lived latency-sensitive mice flows. They consume small portions of traffic. The other kind of flow is the bandwidth-sensitive elephant flow, which accounts In the traffic analyzer module, sFlow-RT monitors traffic and collects and analyzes network statistics from network devices in order to classify both elephant and mice flows. In detecting elephant flows, the flow classification submodule triggers the traffic engineer to reactively generate an optimal routing path for these flows. As a proactive manner, the flow classification submodule periodically provides statistical information regarding flows for the traffic engineer to prepare paths for mice flows through the traffic engineer. Snort IDS also examines traffic to detect attacks based on rules generated, whereas the fault detection submodule monitors the status of devices in order to detect faults. If an attack or fault is detected, the traffic engineer is triggered to generate other optimal routes. The traffic engineer calculates optimal routing paths with the aid of a cost function that utilizes current values of network utilization and delay. The load balancing submodule distributes normal traffic on multiple paths to increase performance and reliability. The rule manager generates flow rules for network devices based on routing decisions from the traffic engineer, and pushes the rules to network devices through the SDN controller. Data storage stores the information for network topology and signatures for the purpose of attack detection.
Main Modules of RAD System
Traffic Analyzer
An elephant flow is a long-living flow that occupies high bandwidth (e.g., 10% of the link bandwidth); the ratio to judge an elephant flow can be controlled. Based on the reports of data center networks, the majority of flows are short-lived latency-sensitive mice flows. They consume small portions of traffic. The other kind of flow is the bandwidth-sensitive elephant flow, which accounts for 80% of the traffic but constitutes only 10% of all flows [41] . Typical examples for elephant flows are large data transfer transactions such as VM migration, video streaming, or peer-to-peer file sharing, whereas mice flows occur in small web requests and VoIP calls. A flow can be categorized as an elephant flow if it occupies more than 10% of the NIC bandwidth or if it occupies a specific bandwidth (e.g., 10 Mbps). In the event of an elephant flow, sFlow-RT notifies the traffic engineer to reactively reroute the elephant flow. The traffic engineer then makes appropriate routing decisions by considering the available link capacity or delay. This ensures that the elephant flow is routed on a better path from that point and thus reduces congestion of regular short-lived mice flows. The rules for mice flows can be proactively installed and reactive flow rules are then used only to route elephant flows and to manage attacks, failures, and changes in topology. This hybrid approach of utilizing both proactive and reactive rule management in an OpenFlow-based network offers better scalability than a completely reactive flow rule management.
sFlow-RT converts the received streams from sFlow agents into actionable metrics, which are accessible through the RestFlow API [42] . The RestFlow API facilitates configuring customized measurements, retrieving metrics, setting thresholds, and receiving notifications. Applications can be external, and thus written in any language that supports HTTP and REST calls, or internal, using the embedded JavaScript or ECMAScript of sFlow-RT. By combining network, host, and application monitoring within an integrated analytics pipeline, sFlow-RT provides visibility into applications as well as server and network resources needed to sustain performance.
To detect attacks in networks, we use Snort Tool. Snort is a free and open source network intrusion prevention system and network intrusion detection system created by Martin Roesch in 1998 [27]. Snort can perform real-time traffic analysis and packet logging on IP networks. Snort performs protocol analysis as well as content searching and matching in order to detect probes or attacks, including but not limited to operating system fingerprinting attempts, common gateway interfaces, buffer overflows, server message block probes, and stealth port scans. Snort can be configured in three main modes: sniffer, packet logger, and network intrusion detection. In sniffer mode, it reads network packets and displays them on the console. In packet logger mode, it logs packets to the disk. In intrusion detection mode, it monitors network traffic using a rule set defined by the user. Snort then performs a specific action based on what has been identified. If, while in intrusion detection mode, Snort detects attacks, it notifies the fault/anomaly detection submodule in the traffic analyzer to properly defend against it (e.g., by dropping the attack traffic).
The following are examples of Snort rules used to detect certain attacks (i.e., ICMP flooding and TCP SYN flooding attacks), Snort input, and Snort output in the log file. To defect a fault in switches (e.g., link or switch down), the fault/anomaly detection submodule monitors the status of switches and links between them. This submodule is also supported by a module called "link discovery" in SDN, which monitors all link information, whether it is in regard to the addition or deletion of a link.
Traffic Engineer
The traffic engineer module provides fast and proper routes even for elephant flows, faults, and attacks based on the trigger of the traffic analyzer. The module has two monitoring submodules: network utilization and network delay. Through the input of traffic measurement, these submodules monitor network utilization and delay for each link. Although a shortest path can be the best choice for routing in the case of networks having the same capacity link and light traffic, considering only a hop-count cannot guarantee a high network utilization rate or short delay for multimedia traffic requiring various QoS. Thus, we design a multi-dimensional routing module considering various metrics. Now, we next employ network utilization and delay. However, the other metrics can be easily added on.
The cost function submodule calculates the cost for each link as given by Equation (1) [41] . This is necessary to choose the best path that considers multi-dimensional metrics based on the values from two monitoring submodules and control parameters. The link incurring high cost is excluded from the route generation. The cost function controls the preference weight of metrics and normalizes the different ranges of metric values.
where C i is the cost value of a link i, x k i is a kth metric value of a link i, c k is the preference weight of metric k (∑ k c k = 1), and f k (·) is a normalized function for the kth metric. In this study, we use two metrics (thus, k is 2): utilization U i and delay D i , fine-grained by Equations (3) and (4). For f k (·), we use an S-shaped sigmoid form, which is the most commonly used normalized function and is often used to describe QoS perception [43, 44] , as Equation (2) . where x m > 0 and θ ≥ 2 are tunable parameters that differentiate the utilities. We also assume that the utilities are normalized to their highest limits (i.e., the asymptotic value of f (x) for the largest x is considered to be equal to 1). To control the utilization and delay metrics in a delicate manner, RAD uses Equations (3) and (4) instead of Equation (2) [45] . These equations can establish the minimum cost in the cases of lightly loaded and speedy links in a sophisticated manner:
where r i is a used bandwidth of link i, R i is the capacity of link i, C is the cost level, α is a tunable parameter that controls how expensive heavily loaded links look relative to lightly loaded links, u min is the minimum-cost utilization level. Note that any link utilization below u min is considered to have the minimum cost. This cost model delicately controls the utilization metric. Larger values of C tend to decrease the blocking rate, particularly when the network possesses accurate link-state information (i.e., frequent link status updates [45] ). However, the fine-grained cost metrics do not always enhance the performance. Thus, we use C = 4 and α = 2, referring to [43] .
where d i is the delay of link i, D i is the maximum delay of link i that has turned on, C is the cost level, α is a tunable parameter that controls how slow links look relative to fast links, and d min is the minimum-cost delay level. Note that any delay ratio d i /D i below d min is considered to have the minimum cost. This cost model delicately controls the delay metric.
Finally, the multi-dimensional routing/load balancing submodule generates the shortest paths having the lowest total cost based on Equation (1). The rule manager is then notified about information regarding multiple paths for generating rules and pushing them to switches.
Rule Manager
The rule manager generates the proper rule set for route information received from the traffic engineer module and pushes them to each switch. The following are example general route and action rules after attacks have been detected: 
Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the RAD system from the viewpoints of agility, robustness and efficiency through in-detail simulation, in occurring faults, attacks, and elephant flows. We compare the performance in the cases with and without RAD system. Table 2 shows the used tools and technologies for the simulation. Utilizing the Mininet simulation tool, we set up our network topology as shown in Figure 2 . This topology is general for networks, because the real small network has a standard pattern that consists of backbone (core) part and edge part, and it is quite symmetric. Switches from S1 to S4 consist of a core backbone network with complete connections, whereas switches from S5 to S12 act as edge switches that provide connections to the hosts (H1 to H48). FloodLight, SDN controller used in evaluation part, provides only network utilization, and thus we have no choice to use metrics except the network utilization in this evaluation. All results are computed by averaging the values of 10 simulation runs to obtain statistical results. Utilizing the Mininet simulation tool, we set up our network topology as shown in Figure 2 . This topology is general for networks, because the real small network has a standard pattern that consists of backbone (core) part and edge part, and it is quite symmetric. Switches from S1 to S4 consist of a core backbone network with complete connections, whereas switches from S5 to S12 act as edge switches that provide connections to the hosts (H1 to H48). FloodLight, SDN controller used in evaluation part, provides only network utilization, and thus we have no choice to use metrics except the network utilization in this evaluation. All results are computed by averaging the values of 10 simulation runs to obtain statistical results. 
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In this subsection, we simulate our proposed architecture RAD defending against internal abnormal status (i.e., link down) and evaluate the architecture from three perspectives as we set up 
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Experimental Setup
In this subsection, we simulate our proposed architecture RAD defending against internal abnormal status (i.e., link down) and evaluate the architecture from three perspectives as we set up the abnormality.
• Robustness: Packet Loss Rate (%) • Agility: Transfer Delay (UDP), Connection Establishment Time (TCP) • Efficiency: Throughput Basically, the general SDN controller (i.e., Floodlight) without RAD sets up the shortest path for routing. We also vary the abnormal level based on the number of downed links. Figure 3 shows the packet loss rate (%) of 5-Mbps UDP packets from H1 to H5 at specific times. In this simulation, links are down at the 4th second in cases of "One Link Down (S3-S2)" and "Two Links Down (S3-S2 and S5-S1)". In the case of "No Link Down without (w/o) RAD", only one path (S5-S1-S3-S7) is used. During time 0.0-1.0 s, the route set up via the SDN controller is required and thus minimal packet loss (5.7%) occurs. When links on the used path are downed in the SDN system without RAD, 100% of the packets are lost because only one path is used and fault management for rerouting does not exist. Figure 3 shows the packet loss rate (%) of 5-Mbps UDP packets from H1 to H5 at specific times. In this simulation, links are down at the 4th second in cases of "One Link Down (S3-S2)" and "Two Links Down (S3-S2 and S5-S1)". In the case of "No Link Down without (w/o) RAD", only one path (S5-S1-S3-S7) is used. During time 0.0-1.0 s, the route set up via the SDN controller is required and thus minimal packet loss (5.7%) occurs. When links on the used path are downed in the SDN system without RAD, 100% of the packets are lost because only one path is used and fault management for rerouting does not exist. In the case of "No Link Down with RAD", the RAD traffic engineer distributes traffic on multiple paths that are set up by the cost function, multi-dimensional routing, and load balancing. Thus, even though this is a case of no link down, the trial time in which to find better paths and distribute traffic on paths occurs with only minimal packet loss (average of 10.5%) for 3.0-5.0 s. However, the loss decreases to nearly 0% after this period. In the case of "One Link Down", several paths are used (e.g., S5-S1-S3-S7, S5-S1-S4-S7, S5-S2-S3-S7, and S5-S2-S4-S7). If a link S3-S2 is downed at the 4th second, the fault/anomaly detection submodule of the traffic analyzer detects the fault. Then, the path (S5-S2-S3-S7) is no longer used and RAD redistributes the traffic on the remaining paths. The response time for one link down occur 43.6% for 4.0-5.0 s, but the loss stops after this period. The case of "Two Links Down" shows similar results to those of "One Link Down" and only a single path (S5-S2-S4-S7) is available. However, the increase in the number of downed links produces a greater loss rate (56.6%). Figure 4 shows the average packet loss for 10 s. Although in the case of "No Link Down" with RAD, more packet loss occurs than without RAD, RAD quickly overcomes link down events such that packet loss occurs at a rate of only 4.9% and 5.8% in cases of one and two links down, respectively. However, in the case without RAD, 100% of packets are lost after links of path are downed. In the case of "No Link Down with RAD", the RAD traffic engineer distributes traffic on multiple paths that are set up by the cost function, multi-dimensional routing, and load balancing. Thus, even though this is a case of no link down, the trial time in which to find better paths and distribute traffic on paths occurs with only minimal packet loss (average of 10.5%) for 3.0-5.0 s. However, the loss decreases to nearly 0% after this period. In the case of "One Link Down", several paths are used (e.g., S5-S1-S3-S7, S5-S1-S4-S7, S5-S2-S3-S7, and S5-S2-S4-S7). If a link S3-S2 is downed at the 4th second, the fault/anomaly detection submodule of the traffic analyzer detects the fault. Then, the path (S5-S2-S3-S7) is no longer used and RAD redistributes the traffic on the remaining paths. The response time for one link down occur 43.6% for 4.0-5.0 s, but the loss stops after this period. The case of "Two Links Down" shows similar results to those of "One Link Down" and only a single path (S5-S2-S4-S7) is available. However, the increase in the number of downed links produces a greater loss rate (56.6%). Figure 4 shows the average packet loss for 10 s. Although in the case of "No Link Down" with RAD, more packet loss occurs than without RAD, RAD quickly overcomes link down events such that packet loss occurs at a rate of only 4.9% and 5.8% in cases of one and two links down, respectively. However, in the case without RAD, 100% of packets are lost after links of path are downed.
Results Analysis
links produces a greater loss rate (56.6%). Figure 4 shows the average packet loss for 10 s. Although in the case of "No Link Down" with RAD, more packet loss occurs than without RAD, RAD quickly overcomes link down events such that packet loss occurs at a rate of only 4.9% and 5.8% in cases of one and two links down, respectively. However, in the case without RAD, 100% of packets are lost after links of path are downed. Figure 5 shows the transfer delay of 5-Mbps UDP packets from H1 to H5 in milliseconds (ms). Link down events are the same as those in Figure 1 . Because of the links downed at the 4th second, the delays of "One Link Down" and "Two Links Down" increase during the 4.0-5.0 s period, but the delay decreases again after 5.0 s. The delay in the "Two Links Down" case is much greater than the "One Link Down" for the 4.0-5.0 s because the former has only a single path after two links are down, whereas the latter has three available paths. Moreover, the "Two Links Down" case after the link down event has greater delay than in the other cases. This is because only one link is available and blocked traffic at the 4th second is transmitted all together after the event.
Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 266 11 of 17 Figure 5 shows the transfer delay of 5-Mbps UDP packets from H1 to H5 in milliseconds (ms). Link down events are the same as those in Figure 1 . Because of the links downed at the 4th second, the delays of "One Link Down" and "Two Links Down" increase during the 4.0-5.0 s period, but the delay decreases again after 5.0 s. The delay in the "Two Links Down" case is much greater than the "One Link Down" for the 4.0-5.0 s because the former has only a single path after two links are down, whereas the latter has three available paths. Moreover, the "Two Links Down" case after the link down event has greater delay than in the other cases. This is because only one link is available and blocked traffic at the 4th second is transmitted all together after the event. Figure 6 shows the average transfer delay in ms during a period of 10 s. The greater the number of links down, the greater is the transfer delay. However, our RAD requires a reasonable increase in time compared to the original SDN system without RAD, in which all packets cannot be transferred after a link down event. We measure the connection establishment time of TCP packets. We set up a TCP connection trial from H1 to H5 for every 1 s and calculate the average connection established time during a 10-s Figure 6 shows the average transfer delay in ms during a period of 10 s. The greater the number of links down, the greater is the transfer delay. However, our RAD requires a reasonable increase in time compared to the original SDN system without RAD, in which all packets cannot be transferred after a link down event.
We measure the connection establishment time of TCP packets. We set up a TCP connection trial from H1 to H5 for every 1 s and calculate the average connection established time during a 10-s period. Figure 7 shows that the SDN system without RAD is influenced by the TCP connection establishment time much more during the link down event and for the number of downed links than is the system with RAD under the same conditions. Moreover, the "Two Links Down" case without RAD requires more time than does the "One Link Down" case without RAD. This is because of the decrease in the number of available links resulting from multiple links down. In the system without RAD, the controller traffic between switches and the SDN controller uses multiple paths, whereas the TCP connection packets between H1 and H5 use only a single path. We measure the connection establishment time of TCP packets. We set up a TCP connection trial from H1 to H5 for every 1 s and calculate the average connection established time during a 10-s period. Figure 7 shows that the SDN system without RAD is influenced by the TCP connection establishment time much more during the link down event and for the number of downed links than is the system with RAD under the same conditions. Moreover, the "Two Links Down" case without RAD requires more time than does the "One Link Down" case without RAD. This is because of the decrease in the number of available links resulting from multiple links down. In the system without RAD, the controller traffic between switches and the SDN controller uses multiple paths, whereas the TCP connection packets between H1 and H5 use only a single path. Finally, we evaluate our system in terms of efficiency and throughput. As shown in Figure 8 , our RAD system overcomes link down events, where the result with one link down even outperforms somewhat that without a link down. We determine that a link down event triggers to generate the new paths and performs load balancing on them. However, the system without RAD suffers a serious decline in performance in link down events. 
Effect on Attacks
Experimental Setup
In this subsection, we describe an experiment in which we mount a TCP SYN flooding attack on a network. This is a form of denial-of-service attack in which an attacker sends a succession of SYN requests to a target system in an attempt to consume sufficient server resources to cause the system to become unresponsive to legitimate traffic [50] . We then compare the defensive ability against the attack in cases both with and without RAD. We measure the UDP transfer delay and TCP connection time to illustrate defensive agility.
Results Analysis
First, we measure the UDP transfer delay with TCP SYN flooding attack traffic in 1000-microsecond (μs) intervals. UDP traffic sends information from H1 to H5 at a 5-Mbps rate. As shown in Figure 9 , Finally, we evaluate our system in terms of efficiency and throughput. As shown in Figure 8 , our RAD system overcomes link down events, where the result with one link down even outperforms somewhat that without a link down. We determine that a link down event triggers to generate the new paths and performs load balancing on them. However, the system without RAD suffers a serious decline in performance in link down events. Finally, we evaluate our system in terms of efficiency and throughput. As shown in Figure 8 , our RAD system overcomes link down events, where the result with one link down even outperforms somewhat that without a link down. We determine that a link down event triggers to generate the new paths and performs load balancing on them. However, the system without RAD suffers a serious decline in performance in link down events. 
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Experimental Setup
Results Analysis
First, we measure the UDP transfer delay with TCP SYN flooding attack traffic in 1000-microsecond (µs) intervals. UDP traffic sends information from H1 to H5 at a 5-Mbps rate. As shown in Figure 9 , the system with RAD has less delay than does the system without RAD over time. Average delay values of the system with RAD at different degrees of attack strength (i.e., 1000-µs < 500-µs < 100-µs intervals) are also less than those of the system without RAD, as shown in Figure 10 . Even though the system with RAD is more affected by severe attacks during 100-µs intervals, it suffers from fewer attacks than does the system without RAD. The reason the effect is greater with severe attacks is that many ACK packets return from a target server even as SYN packets are dropped in the system with RAD. Next, we measure the TCP connection establishment time from H1 to H5 as we mount TCP SYN flooding attacks from H2 to H5 using three levels of strength (e.g., 2000-μs < 1000-μs < 500-μs intervals). The system with RAD has very small connection times even during attacks. However, the system without RAD suffers an attack and the effect is greater with severe attacks, as shown in Figure 11 . 
Effect on Elephant Flow
Experimental Setup
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Results Analysis
Conclusions
In this study, we proposed a comprehensive monitoring and reactive defense system called RAD for use in defending various anomalies (e.g., internal faults, elephant flows, or outside attacks) on SDN networks. Such a comprehensive system has not been considered by previous studies on traffic engineering, monitoring, or attack defense systems. RAD offers hybrid proactive-reactive flow rule management with sFlow-RT to identify flow types, where mice flows follow a proactive flow mode and elephant flows are reactively routed according to the current network status. RAD uses Snort IDS to detect attacks. The traffic analyzer module in RAD first identifies elephant flows or detects attacks, the sends this information to the traffic engineer module. Cost function calculates each link cost based on the network utilization and delay of each link on the network. The multi-dimensional routing and load balancing module prepares new paths for the flows. The rule manager then generates the rules for new paths and pushes them to switches. We instantiated our RAD using Floodlight (an SDN controller) and Mininet (a simulation tool) to investigate the properties of the proposed system. We then conducted a series of simulation experiments for two cases with and without RAD. Our simulation results revealed that our approach is both practical and feasible, and can successfully augment an existing SDN controller in terms of agility, robustness, and efficiency. This is true even with respect to link failures, attacks, and elephant flows.
To prove the feasibility of our goal in this paper, we have designed and developed a concrete RAD system with popular exterior tools (i.e., Snort IDS or sFlow-RT). Then, the current RAD is limited by features of the used tools. General IDSs (e.g., Snort IDS and Suricata [51] with a signature-based methodology and rule/policy driven security) operate based on traffic measurements and IDS rules, and perform misuse and anomaly detection, which is similar with Snort IDS. Moreover, sFlow-RT based on traffic measurements can be modified by other tools (e.g., NetFlow [52] ) to classify the specific flows. Our current system does not solve all problems in SDN, but RAD can expand with other tools or methods [53] [54] [55] to support new features (e.g., detection against 
To prove the feasibility of our goal in this paper, we have designed and developed a concrete RAD system with popular exterior tools (i.e., Snort IDS or sFlow-RT). Then, the current RAD is limited by features of the used tools. General IDSs (e.g., Snort IDS and Suricata [51] with a signature-based methodology and rule/policy driven security) operate based on traffic measurements and IDS rules, and perform misuse and anomaly detection, which is similar with Snort IDS. Moreover, sFlow-RT based on traffic measurements can be modified by other tools (e.g., NetFlow [52] ) to classify the specific flows. Our current system does not solve all problems in SDN, but RAD can expand with other tools or methods [53] [54] [55] to support new features (e.g., detection against unknown anomalies). Provisioning interfaces to other tools for IDS and flow classification in RAD is a point for future study. Moreover, as further study, it will be valuable to evaluate our system with more complicated topologies, complex traffic generation and various attack scenarios, on SDN networks mixed with non-SDN switches. We will also enhance the cost function and evaluate the performances of our RAD system based on additional factors.
